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The single most significant event so far in XXth Century
Mexico is the Revolution of 1910.

Artists and writers echoed
'

the inpact of this

nome nt.

Almng them stands

� tin 1a£ ez,

born in Jalisco in 1904 and author of the novel The� of the
,.

Stonn, 1947, which the critics have always included in the
novelistic cycle of the Mexican Revolution.

1
•..

Yanez himself delcared in an interview with O�ga Harmony in
1974: "I have searched for the universal through the Hexican
therres . "
I

cane die

�

He al_so expressed to her his �tention to publish a
mexicaine I a la Balzac in which I 'The Edge of the Stonn

would be the novel of

a

village. "

In addition, he characterized

the modern antinovel pure publicity, illustrating his opinion with
an anecdote:

Edmund O'Gonnan insisted that Yanez make a crude

scene out of the tragie encdunter between two lovers in the climax
1
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Yanez, after trying in vain to

put into practice this advl.�, �pcluded;

IJJ

sti11· think that

what is insinuated in The� of th e Stonn turns out to be
nore sensuous than what is described in detail,
because the
I
of literature

is

art

When the

nnre insinuation trum express;ion."

i,nterviewer asked him his personal opinion concerning the success
o,f today1s Latin-American writers, Yaltez answered; "The reason is
�hat they search for the.universal through the national for the
l

first time in centuries. "

The last question

in

this interview had

·.to do with the advice he would give to young, �itious, writers.
Hd..s

r=

discipline, quiet reading, and -'laB a practical matter,

answe

to have handy always
unknown

':two

notebooks; cme to note

down

the words of

or doubtful rooaning so that the reader can look than

up in

the dictionary and so -enrich his own vocabulary; the other one, to
write

down

the thoughts provoked by the readings, or to surmarize

the contents of the book.
-

art o'f synthesizing which

He ooncluded:
js the

"This opens the way to the

'

OasiS Of intelligence

•

II

''Ibis paper is an attenpt to interpret tne approach to l the
:lftexican Revolution as it appears

iri

'The·� of

the

·stdnn.

Yanez

himself says ·tbat he searches for what is mi versal in the Mexican
people, that ·tlie protagonist of his novel is the town, and that any
·writer worth

the

name must be very conscious of his vocabulary.

In
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keeping with this last point , the anphasis of this paper will
be on the contribution of onanastics to t:he 1.miversal meaning
of the book.
¥� ez explains the title:
introductory note:

"The Edge of' the Stonn" in an

"It is a rural expression which describes the

rix:lrrent when it begins to rain, and in a very caliiX>n, figurative
sense, the :i.mninence or the beginning of an event. "

Anyone who

wanted to, could entitle the book "In a Place within the Archdiocese
the Name of Which it is Pointless to �er, " as Cervantes rould
say concerning La Mancha. 2

another title:

Yanez even goes as far as to suggest
Both not only: introduce the

"The Old Order. "

reader fully in onanastics as a literary device, but also inply
same guidelines for the interpretation of the novel.
has religious suggestions.

3

..

Each one

The first one locates the na� ative

spatially within an ecclesiastical enclave, an anonynnu s archdio
cese.

The second places it wit hin a context of time and milieu,

an old order about to collapse.

'The novel could in fact be read

as an allegory·or a continued metaphor

'of the natural, evolution of

�ne order of things to another ih much the same manner that the
Old Testament gave way to the New.
These

comme nts

of the title are followetl by the description

of the setting in which the' characters are going to act:

a
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in black, silence, austerity,
-(

c�eanliness, peace, whispers, dryness, slowness; a scen�ry inter�ersed with religious symbols, crosses, many crosses of al� sizes
and shapes, church bells presiding everything, impinging upon
1

e�rything, and regulating everybody's life.

The reader is thus

transported to a convent atmogphere with its conventional world
of dogmas, rites, authority, submissiveness, discipline, super•

stition, m::>rbid asceticism and true contE!JPlation.

The characters

function within this framework like 'marbles' to use ��ez's own
expression.
Each individual' s identity and behavim; will be detennined by
his crher name, which, rrore often than not, has resonances of
traditional stereotyp�s
reader.

COIIIID n,

to cultural background of the average

The result is a collective protagonist for the novel.
'

1

Once

in a while, a charact�r wi�l eperge �ho incarnates a feature, aspect,
or sector of the collectivity.

other times,

as

we shall see later,

different characters represent different facets of the same type.
f

What the novel does not have �owever is a plot in the traditional
sen.se ..

The autnor, faithful_ to his novelist±<; creed,. resorts

constantly to tl'ie insinuat;ton technique.

And here d.s wbe� oncnastics

serves h� handily.
After the �:resen't;ation of th� sett.ing,

cones

the description
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guilt and

remorse instilled in don Timoteo L im6n--his name means the
bitter fearful of God--by his nrurdered victim Anacleto, whose
Greek

name

rreans '' the one who announces from far away. ''

Other haunting ghosts are:

repressed love incarnated in

Merceditas Toledo; nnurning and death .in LeonardO's wife, a
nameless

woman

in the novel; longing for

Micalela, the city girl

woman 's

liberation in

who refuses to live in the village

because she sees in this environment no possibil'ity of living in
love.

The author had written in the 1'Preparatory Act":

black robed

women

they spend their lives.

Death

"Arrong

comes--or

love--,

which is the strangest, the most extreme foTim of death, the most
dangerous and .dreaded fonn of ·living death. " (p. l3}
We said earlier that don Timoteo LimOn incarnates the presence
of guilt and remorse iil the novel.

The catalyst of these feelings

is his dog Orion, so named probably because of the reythic character
who gave his name to the constellation represented by a htinter
with his belt and 8\\0rd--the antithesis of Cupid.

The 1.ust

temptation, cause in part of don Timoteo's guilt takes foTimJin
the novel in the names of the virgins ahd martyrs as they appear
on the old Canon of the Mass.

With this onomastic device, the

author gets rid of time and space barriers.

The Rana.n v�stals
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were also the object of lusty desires, Olristian ethics and
the guilt element to the concupiscent desire, which perrooates·
I

'Ihe plenitude of love, with the

and suffocates the novel.

exception of Martha the contenplative
benevolent love,

4

wanan

who incarnates
(

I

never takes place.

The town's girls will also refer to men, using nanes in
the order in which apostles, martyrs, and co:q.fessors
the canon of the Catholic Mass:

appear

in

"nanes with enigpm., tmuttered,

never to be borne along by the wind in the deserted streets"
(p. 51) .
L

This sane technique of ins�uation by provoking

association with names already familiar to the reader, is
used
.
�

,.

very skillfully by Yanez whet} he makes his characters talk by
quoting classic authors such as Jorge �.fanrique, Fray Luis de
J

I

'

LeOn, Sor Juana Ines de la

Cruz

(p. 107).

Maybe the ch��cters Who better illustrate this onomastic
deviye in the nov�l

are

Marta, Maria, Victoria and Gabriel.

'Ihe

orphans Marta and Marfa live with their tmcle, the pastor qf the
parish, don Dionisio Mart inez.

They are described in the novel

the�following terms:
Marta is now �nty-seyen, and Maria twenty-one.
Ma.J::ta' s soul is yeiled

in

shadow, Marfa's radiant,

tmclouded by the general inhibitions.
1

Marta is

in
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pale and thin, with· an oval face', deep-set
eyes, bushy brows, and long lashes; she is
flat-chested with a thin colorless mouth and
a sharp nose; her step is quiet ·and her voice
low.

Marfa,

on the othe:r: hand, is

dark, with

a·round, rosy face, a full rrouth with a faint
mustache on the upper lip, and big dar.ting.
grey eyes:
and playful.

the tones of 'her. voice .are deep
Both

are

strobg-:willed·, the

elder serene, the younger impatient� (p�. 63-64}
The novel's calendar is the cycle of the liturgical year.
The sacred texts' are often the point of departure 'for the
reflections or actions of the characters.

Thus tbe gospel of

Palm Sunday about "Jesus at Lazarus" in Bethany, suggests to
one of the parishoners the following ·thought :

"The Gospel

also mentioned Marta [ .. ] Marta the Parish Priest r s niece. II
.

(p. 82).

The IIDst poetic pages of The Edge of the Stonn are the

the ones wpere the contemplative nature of �a is described,
so poetically described, ·that the translation by Ethel
Brinton anits those paragraphs. 5
Besides peing contemplative, Marta has the role of confidant,
peace-maker, mther.

YM'l.ez does not even hesitate to apply to
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her the Marian Litanies:

"Faithful Marta, loyal Marta, devoted

Marta, mystic Marta, Marta, the helper of those in need,
Marta of the good counsel, Marta saddened by . confused
•

f

J

•

restlessness .'\ (p . 71).�
.

/

Maria, on the other hand, is the sensuous
nonconfonnist.

�

and the

/

"The reader is .told that Maria's nnst secret

ambition, increasingly·internalfzed and impossible of realization, is to travel, at least

a:s

far as 'reocaltiche ." (p. 64) .

'!be reader- knows also that in the town's atnnsphere of
,.

/

tension "Maria, Fr. Martinez' n±ece, silently
idea of a violent erupt,ion of strange met;t.
in imagining itr

accepts

the

She takes pleasure

.She may I].Ot 1:>e tbe only c;>ne." (p .96) .

But as

her COtn:\terpart, Mary Magdalene of �thany, �{a will eventually
sublimate her lo\re.

At this

rocment

the girl reasons:

love is not an instinct, it is not a routine of
living together, it cannot turn into a mere habit,
it is not a p�sing delight of the senses, it is
not a capricious game; love is the identity of two

souls, and all the rest is superfluous; two spirits
who possess each ot�er, .and all t.he rest is only a
hindrance; suffering in love

canes

fran collision

with the perishable; fear in the face of love is
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the inheritance of the flesh; heroism in
love is the victory over all that hinders
union, the spiritual posession frequently
frustrated by custan and the daily round of
living.

lbubtless, Gabriel caught a

glinpse of this [. .

. ] but why

am

I thinking

so nR.lch about Gabriel? Maria wondered for the
second time.

(pp. 272-273)

The people of the town will never suspect such.int�llectual
*

subtleties

as

caning fran Maria.

"She is a bad lot, " is the

town's ,judgm:mt at the end.
Marta and Mar1a represent two canplemeJ;Itary facets of
/

wanen .

Yanez introduces yet another aspect of femininity in the person of
Victoria, the sophisticated widow.
"goddess, " "statue. "

ijer attributes are

"woman,"

Gabriel, the bell-ringer, reminisces about

her when he- sees �he real statue of the �ictory o! Sam:::>thrace.
Victoria then represents the total womaq--sophisticated and
unfettered.

The town will never be the same after she leaves.

Her presence in town serveE; a catalyst which �11 balance the
overpowering .impact of the atavistic inhibitions in the people.
The town will then start losing its conventual appearance.

13ut

even though she is only a tourist, Victoria is not totally alien
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to the town. The narrator is very careful to identify her with
.
Ma:r(a as he often .does with Maria, Mi�aela and even Marta. He
says:

. "I

wonder who is in Gabriel's thoughts.

Mlria?" (p. 215)
say:

"You Marfa

No one

can

Damian,
are

Victoria?

the prodigal son of the town, will

the same

as

master you." (p. 313)

Micaela.

:You are the same woman .

Ibn Dionosio Mart inez confuses

them also in his subconscious when he believes he hears a man's
.�.,

voice confessing:

"The worst is that it is not Maria that I

love, but Marta; and loving Marta, I have rmde love to Micaela
deceiving ooth Marta arid Marfa.If (p :185f.

The reader is challenged

here by a play on names Whicn has great power of suggestion in a
novel with a collective protagonist.
LUis Gonzaga, :tlie Liceiiciaoo Victriera, of The� of the
Storm, sees the feininine presence in the following way:
�

<

"Marta,

'

that' s not your name, you are Euterpe-and you Maria, you are
tragedy.

Ibn't let Micaela usurp your role.

•

You

are

Melpanene,

Micael.a is canedy, roore canedy, Thalia." (p. 287) .
Gabriel is another interesting -example .of the author's use of
onanastics for character portrayal.
'

He is an orphan related to don

Dionisio Mart in ez, and like Marta and Marfa, lives in ibe rectory.
Like his namesake the Archangel, Gabriel is "messenger, herald,
•

penulun".

His bells set the nnod and the rhythm of the town.
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Maria even asked him:

1'Wouldn 1t you like to be the bell

ringer of Rane or Sevilla?"
be the srure.

I

"Why?", he answered, "It wouldn 1t

I couldn1 t.'1 At this ·pqint t�e narrator clarifies:

I would be a stranger in those cities and couldn 1 t

"He rreant:

rmke their bells talk. 'lbe"' bells of each place

are

as individual

as the speech of a man. " (p.l62)
6
When Victqria listens to his bells for the first time,
she reacts:
What man CQuld convert a few hunble bells
into an instrume nt of such an unearthy rr.rusic?
Overwhelme<;l, Victoria imag:.i,.n.ed a hieratic,
translucent being, without eyes .and without
feet, hands l:i,.ke a gravedigger '.s, a wanan1 s
pierced hands of crystal,

arnE

crossed above

a tongue of fire. A faint �� formed the
he�d
'lbe c_rossed arms were attached to
,:
ceaselessly fluttering wings. She wpu,l{l seek
him out as before she had sought out great
pianists, celebrate��tors, famous people.
She would seek him as she never would seek
a husband. And, if he were Death himself?
She would find him! (p.l68)
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�

'

A few pages later, the narrator describes the encounter of the
,...1

twO

"

characters:
Victoria

(Warlan,

go.ddess and statue)

and

Gabriel (archangel) stood nntionless, each
in 'Che center of a whirlwind, jo±ned in a
rrood of exaltation, but" each, without
Tealizirig it, a�raid to touch �he other.
When Victoria, 'mperiously, took a step
forWa:td, her gesture trimphahf--tnighs,
breasts,

arms,

and head like those. of the

stat11e, the Wings invisible--C'JBbriel

He could only '

powerless to nnve 'back.

shut· his eyes. ·Then 'he coilaf>sed.
sion surged tnroug1i ner:
witb 'battered wings and

was

ctnp as

a fallen archangel,
a·

dirty face, ·a

bird olawn in !to ItlUd by a stonn; its wings
useless.

A,.blush 6f Shame reddened the

earthy c616r of his face.

Victori� coUld not

resist.. ·sne .bent -down , Her eyes shining
tl:frdugh a 'p:t'isnr of tears' stretched out her

tf:embling· ttmd to hl1n and asked:

"Are

you

ill?'' [ : . . ] Before she ·could touch hirtl, the

,(
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archangel IIDved back, wavin� his mighty
wings, while his lips repeated the IIDnosyllable, No! No! [ . .. ] Jie

was

the archangel

of wrath, magnificent in his ' splendor!
[. . . ]
�'
A rrenacing Gabriel, not the gentle rressenger
of the Annunciation [ .. . ] His attitude
so

was

fierce that Victoria's campassion turned

to shame, and she crept down the circular
staircase in confusion [ . . . ] Eve driven out
of Paradise.

(p. l70)

Neither Gabriel nor Victoria will be the same from this
on.

mome nt

Victoria, like Eve being driven out of Paradise, leaves
town,
(

while Gabriel watches her fran the belltower.

But 1JI1like Eve's

presence in the Garden, Victoria's presence in town has been redeeming.

�

Gabriel, Maria, don Dionisio, the whole town have been

exposed through her to a new perception of themselves, of love,
of art , of beauty.

The author's power of insinuation has been

intensified and enriched here with a new triangle of characters:
Eve, Victoria, Mary tbe IIDther of Jesus-this last one introduced
through the allusion to the Annunciation.
There are other examples of the use of onana.s tics as a
charaterizing device in the novel:

Luis Gonzaga is the matyr
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of his ascetic dreams and of his chastity; Micaela 1s father,
1

ignorant of his daughter drama, is called don Inocencio; The
:
town healer 1 s name is don Refugio; and the priest responsible
for the spiritual stagnation of the town, has the name of
Fr.

Islas,

a

misanthrope by definition who ends up consune d

by epilepsy.
By

rooans

of this literary device, then, the fonn of navel

cooplenents its contents.
Mexican

'Revolution fran a universal standPoint.

sphere of a closed
be

'Ihe author seans to approach the

room

when the atrrD-

becanes suffocating, its windows must

opened in order to let fresh air in. . . 'Ihe reactionary,

oppressive old order, carried within it the seed of its own
destruction.

7

Here seems to lie the secret of the true revolution,

Which' is evolution, renewal.
'Ihe political leaders and the military .forces, whose
strength consists of fear and destruction, appear in clandestine
fonns.

8

Yanez seans to suggest that the change nmst
�

within, in such a way that

a

cane

fran

catharsis, a conversion, a rootanoia,

takes place.
The signs of the tiroos called for a new order, an integral
hunanism.

Man

lives also by bread is the message of the non-

underground northerners:
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I tell you, Padre, we can't go on like< this;
sooner or later the world wi1r turn, and for
better or worse, things will change.

To

be

frank, it would be better l.f the gringOs did
ccme

and teach Us their way of life, than for

to stay the way we

are

Who enjoys it? Tell

us

living no life at all.
The poor? No.

me .

Nor

'!hey don't even know how to

the rich either.
spend their nx:mey.

'!be

\\alle n 'work

all the time

like slaves, raising famdlies, always wearing
black, always afraid to nx:>ve.

What are

we

working

for? The next life? T,pat's all Tight, but I
believe that we ought to make this one a little
better, and live like hunan �ings.

Why can't

we eat our fill at}d enjoy it, have a drink now and
then, have

same

fun for a change, sing, visit,

speak our minds, talk to
clothes that fit

us,

wcme n,

weEU" decent

work in free(%::m like the

gringos? They at least aren't hypocrites.
Here life is always sad, we sigh without knowing
why, we don't even dare to draw a ;free breath.
We take pleasure in making ourselves suffer. (p.l37)
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IX?n .Sionisio Martfnez, the Alter -Chri$tUS of the novel,
acini ts at the end that the Revolution .!JRY also be an instru
nent of the providential econany to initiate a neW order:
nMight not the Revo],ution be t�e instrt�I¥nt used by
Providenc� to bring the ideal justi� and purity .into
existence?" (p. 331)
like , closing scene

'

9

And in a beautiful
symbolic, Gethseman e
.
the elderly pri�st will end the book

'

with' these \\Prds fran the Introit of the �s:

who gives joy to my youth. "

Marfa del Carmen J�nez
Sam Houston State University

"Unto God
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NarES
1

No critic has ever challenged this assumption based

'

on the fact that this novel ·portrays as no other novel does
the prelude of ·the Mexican� Revolution.

!

It must be placed

at the threshold of the entire groUp.
2
Quotations alt through the paper follow Ethel Brinton's
translation of the Novel, University of Texas Press, Austin 1971.
3

Octavio Paz, perhaps the rrost incisive of all of Yatlez ' s

critics, relates him with James Joyce:
,

,/'\1

rrodel for Agustin Yanez .

"Joyce

was

a �cisive

I use the word "rrodel" instead of

"influence" even though both be accurate, because the main factor
is not the assimilation of certain techniques, but the attitude
of both writers towards reality:

Catholic tradition and crude

realism; a taste for the solE!Illlity of language and the laybrinths
of consciousness, an avid sense of sensuality with a taste of
ashes in the rrouth; in short , a sort of fierce passion for one's
birthplace.
Cul tura.

4

"Novel and Province: Agustin Y� ez , " Mexico en· la

(Novedades) September 4 , 1961 , p. 3.
Eirmanm?l Carballo asked Yanez in an interview:

''What

attitude should the author have vis-a-vis his Chfll'8.cters?" Ya¥i ez
answered:

"First and above all he is obliged to respect their
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freedan and. destiny.

In the first pages of The� of the

Storm, Marta's cha.ra,cter is treated w}.th a great, .dealr of
care .

She. seems to be headed-towards gre�tness, as I myself

beli-eved.

Nevertheless, Marfa's .charapter grows in i.mportliUlce,

pushes Marta into the backgz:ound.

Am:>ng t}?.e vario� different

novels which form the cycle, I do not find any novel in which
Mart a could figure.

On the other hand, Mar{a appears in The

Rounds of Ti.Ire, a novel about the world of finance, and in The

Creation."

Helmy F. 6iacanan, ·Haoonaje �Agustin Y�ez, Anaya,

MS.drid (witho�t date), p·. 95.
5 Jose

f

"The Edge of the Stonn is a

A. Portuondo writes:

novel whose aesthetic value with survive the effacement of the
grave social probl� which forms its backbone."
I•

Hcm:maje...

(see N.4), p. 257.
,·

6

'''lbe chapter 'Victoria and Gabriel' is
y

an

unexpected
•

j.nterlude which confuses and displeases the reader 'because its
roolodramatic hanrony" Elaine Haddad, "'lbe Structure of The Edge
.
of the Storin," Homenaje... (See N.4), p. 268.
7 Another of Emmanuel carballo's questions to Y�ez

was:

f

"If certain novels announced the proximity o� the Revolution during
the Porfirio

n{az

regirre, don't you think th�t today's novels
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foresee the reyolution of the ren�l
of the polit:f,cal
' '
...

insti�utions of the country?'' Answer,-:·

.L

,,

�

"

•

'''}ll� 1 n�ve;t P?rtraysL

a circumstance; it is a quest for overcoming the vices rooted
in the structure of the country.

It discloses a state of

affairs which asks for an :i.nmediate renedy. " Hanenaje. . . , p. 40.
8

Carballo also asked:

' 'Did you have in mind this recollection
/

the interruption of Madero ' s military forces in Cuquio when you
describe in The� of the Stonn the entrance of the revolutionary
forces into the town?" YMlez answered:
in the sarre inn where we \\ere lodging.
rreticulously.

"Yes, the solders stayed
I ·watched them closely,

I also witnessed the fear they inspired in the

townspeople. " �naje. . . , p. 24.
9 Joseph Sonmers sees don Dionisio defeated at th� end of the

novel:

' ' Don Dionisio appears as a true matyr who desires earnestly

to accomplish the impossible; to change the trends of human nature
and history.

He is destroyed at the end.

The final paragraphs of

the novel--after the revolution has irrevocably touched the town,
causing the escape of his dear niece--show him foresakenly celebrating Mass.

His parishioners await with hostile looks the

:i.mninent signs of his collapse. "

/

"Genesis of the Stonn: Agustin

/f\J ' II nuua:;naJe.
u�
.
Yanez
. ' p. 29 .
.

10 Ram::>
na Lagos sees with rrore optimism don Dionisio ' s last
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in the novel.

d61 .AgUa

d.e

Agustin
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"Tentaci6Ii y ·penitenc:i.a "'en Al F:l.lo

��es, "

'Haoorlaje . , pp. 162-190 .
.
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